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Motivation 
v 41 million Americans struggle with hunger1
v 1 in 5 children are food insecure locally2
v People that are food insecure lack reliable access to a sufficient 
quantity of affordable, nutritious food.
v 1 in 6 people in the Miami Valley don’t know where their next 
meal is coming from.2
v The Foodbank, Inc. serves as a central warehouse that collects, 
stores, and distributes nutritious food throughout the Miami 
Valley. 
v Over 100 nonprofit agencies are members of The Foodbank and 
provide services through more than 120 feeding programs in the 
Miami Valley.3
v Transportation costs comprise a significant portion of  The 
Foodbank’s operating budget.
v An opportunity exists optimize vehicle routes for food 
collection in order to save the foodbank money in operations 
cost. 
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v Determine a set of minimum distance routes that begin and end at 
the foodbank, while satisfying the constraints of truck capacity and 
dock time restrictions.
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Solution Procedure
v An opportunity exists to expand capacity, improve 
efficacy, and reduce cost associated with donation 
delivery.
Future Work
Problem Statement
v Five Trucks are used for food collection from 51 retailers.
v Each retailer is visited between 1 and 5 times per week, with many 
retailers receiving multiple visits per week. 
v Dock Time restrictions exists for certain retailers.
v Each truck has a capacity of 10,000 pounds. 
Research Objective 
Results and Analysis 
v Original Routes
o Food Collection required 19 routes and 967.28 miles
vMinimum Distance Routes
o Food collection now requires 17 routes and 707.32 miles
o There was a 27% reduction in mileage which results in a 
cost savings of 1,300 meals per week 
Weekday Original Route Optimized Route Original Route Optimized Route 
Monday 233.80 163.84 5 4
Tuesday 160.70 138.06 3 3
Wednesday 185.67 144.51 4 4
Thursday 151.99 97.56 2 2
Friday 235.12 163.37 5 4
Total 967.28 707.32 19 17
Reduced 259.96 2
Table 1. Retail Route Results
Monday Original Monday Optimal
Tuesday Original Tuesday Optimal
Wednesday Original Wednesday Optimal
Thursday Original Thursday Optimal
Friday Original Friday Optimal
v Formulated as a Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP)
v A VPR Spreadsheet Solver that consisted of five worksheets was 
used to obtain a solution for Monday through Friday  
v Locations Worksheet
o Input: name of retailer, address, time window 
start, time window end, service time, pickup 
amount
o Populated latitude and longitude using Bing 
maps for each address
v Distance Worksheet
o Populated from the locations worksheet
v Vehicle Worksheet
o Inputs: truck capacity, number of vehicles 
available for that day
v Solutions 
o Optimization algorithm used to obtain results is 
the Large Neighborhood Search (LNS) 
o Outputs: distance travelled, driving time, arrival 
time, departure time, working time, and the 
load
v Visualization 
o Scatter chart containing the locations and 
routes of each vehicle 
